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Characters

Thomas
Bartimeus
King Herod
Mary Magdalene
Mary – Jesus’ mother
Disciples – Peter, John, Matthew
Soldier
Chief Priest & Other Priest

(10-20 Characters)



Setting

The entire play takes place outdoors.

There should be at least two doors representing entrances to different homes. 
One of these doors will have a stone rolled to the side for the scene at the 
tomb.

The backdrop should also represent the outside of a temple. Having a large 
stage would be beneficial in exploring set possibilities to make this 
production a success. If you have a small stage, be very creative. You can do 
set changes by shifting things around.



The Story

Thomas & Bartimeus are Back!!!!!

The Mission….

Our two retired detectives are given an assignment to find the missing body of 
Jesus. Herod wants to unearth enough evidence to declare that someone stole the 
body of Jesus, in order to prove that the message He (Jesus) taught was not true.

Motive….

Thomas and Bartimeus travel the country side gathering information on what 
really happened at the tomb, but what they find is not what they were looking for. 
Along the way, Bartimeus’ faith in God is strengthened and this annoys Thomas,
who really has no intention of being entwined in the religious teachings of the man 
who claimed to be God’s Son.

The Truth….

Their journey ultimately leads them down a path neither of them was prepared to 
face, and once again their lives will be changed when they uncover the truth 
behind the Resurrection.



Play Details

Length: 60 Minutes

Cast: 4 Males, 2 Females. Plus extras.

Audience: Teens & Adults

Genre: Biblical Mystery Drama



The Script



SCENE I

LIGHTS UP

Bartimeus and Thomas stand at CS all dressed in long coats and detective hats
And sunglasses as if they are undercover…but their hair is no longer black and
Thomas only has one good foot.

THOMAS: What time is it?

BARTIMEUS: eh.

Thomas rolls his eyes.

THOMAS: Time?

BARTIMEUS: Mine…what mine?

THOMAS (shouts): WHAT TIME IS IT?

BARTIMEUS: Why do you always shout at me?

THOMAS: HOW ELSE CAN YOU HEAR?

BARTIMEUS: Nothing is wrong with my hearing, and please stop shouting.

THOMAS: What time is it?

BARTIMEUS: eh.

Thomas gives up. He grabs Bartimeus’ wrist and looks at the time.

BARTIMEUS: Hey.

Bartimeus pulls his hand away.

THOMAS: He’s one hour late. We should go, maybe something happened to him. They 
probably kidnapped him or something.

BARTIMEUS: eh.

THOMAS: You know what, you should be home.

BARTIMEUS: Dome, what dome?

Thomas gives up.
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Enter cloaked figure.

HEROD: Psst.

Thomas looks in the direction of the sound; he jumps back a bit when he sees
the cloaked figure.

Herod gestures with his finger for Thomas to come closer.

Thomas shakes his head no, visibly afraid.

Herod gestures again even more forcibly.

Thomas shakes his head no again.

HEROD: It’s me, you dimwit.

THOMAS: Me who…?

Herod pulls the hood from over his head.

HEROD: Me.

He replaces the hood.

THOMAS: I didn’t catch the face. Could you repeat….

HEROD: GET OVER HERE!

Bartimeus whips around to see Herod. He jumps back. Thomas goes over
to him and Bartimeus follows.

BARTIMEUS: Who, who’s that?

THOMAS: Herod.

BARTIMEUS: Nimrod. I thought he was dead!

THOMAS: I said, HEROD…not Nimrod!

HEROD: Shh!

BARTIMEUS: There you go shouting again.

Thomas shakes his head.
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They stand before the cloaked figure.

Herod pulls a file from under his cloak and hands it to Thomas, who passes it
On to Bartimeus, who digs in right away.

HEROD: I still can’t believe he can see.

THOMAS: Yeah, so…what’s this about Chief? (pats his bad leg) I can’t stand out here 
all day you know.

HEROD: We are not as young as we used to be, huh.

THOMAS: Well, they say you’re as old as you feel. 

HEROD: Indeed. Anyway, as you may have read…some very strange events have 
occurred here over the past few weeks and it is all linked to one Man.

THOMAS: Jesus of Nazareth.

HEROD: Yes. It is said that he has caused quite a stir among the people. It seems his 
influence may have a lasting effect on this world. I fear, we may never, ever be the way 
we used to be because of this man.

THOMAS: Yes. He does have a way to cause…change.

HEROD: Well, he’s dead.

Thomas is wide eyed. He hits Bartimeus who pulls his head out of the file.

BARTIMEUS: What?

THOMAS: Jesus is dead.

BARTIMEUS: Whose bed?

THOMAS (shouts): HE’S DEAD!

BARTIMEUS: Who? What…Dead? You just shouted. Dead, how? Who’s dead?

HEROD: He was crucified?

BARTIMEUS: Mummified? Someone was mummified…Here in Jerusalem….and here 
I thought this only happens in Egypt.

Bartimeus walks away shaking his head in disbelief.
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THOMAS: Go on, chief. You still haven’t told me why we’re here.

HEROD: I’m getting to that. There was talk among his disciples that He was the Son of 
God…you know that, right?

THOMAS: Yes.

HEROD: Well, He is said to have said that he would die and rise again on the third day.

THOMAS: He said that?

HEROD: Actually, that’s what they said he said.

THOMAS: Who said he said?

HEROD: The people said the disciples said that he said that.

Thomas scratches his chin.

THOMAS: Interesting.

HEROD: Your job is simple. It can only be one of two explanations. Either what they 
said He said is true…or the body was stolen to look like what they said he said was 
true…

THOMAS: Uhmm.

HEROD: This is a hush hush mission, so you have to play it cool and don’t 
worry…you’ll be well compensated for this job.

THOMAS: I’m depending on that.

HEROD: Find Jesus’ body and arrest the culprits who removed it from the grave. Avoid 
the media at all cost and tell no one about this.

THOMAS: Hush hush.

HEROD: Exactly. The rest is in that file.

THOMAS: Ok….you can depend on us Chief.

HEROD: I sure hope so.

Herod glances around and quickly exits.
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Bartimeus reads something in the file and his mouth drops open. He runs over
to Thomas.

BARTIMEUS: Thomas…it says here that Jesus is dead.

Thomas rolls his eyes. He grabs the file from Bartimeus and Exits.

BARTIMEUS: He’s dead. I can’t believe it…He never seemed like the kind that 
could…die. Thomas…can you believe it?

He sees that Thomas is gone. He jots offstage behind him.

LIGHTS OUT
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SCENE 2

LIGHTS UP

Thomas and Bartimeus are standing outside a door.

BARTIMEUS: I think this is the place.

THOMAS: YOU SURE?

BARTIMEUS: Yeah. You just shouted.

THOMAS: I guess we have to start somewhere.

BARTIMEUS: Don’t look like a harlot’s house to me.

THOMAS: HOW EXACTLY DOES A HARLOT’S HOUSE LOOK?

BARTIMEUS: I Dunno. I imagine there would be lots of women outside here spinning 
around that light pole in skimpy clothes looking at us with cat-eyes…maybe a pimp 
would be over there under his shaggy coat choking on an Italian cigar and over…

THOMAS: ALRIGHT. I GET YOUR POINT.

BARTIMEUS: Shouting…

THOMAS: LET’S JUST DO THIS. (sighs) God I’m too old for this job.

Thomas limps to the door and knocks.

Bartimeus also knocks.

Thomas knocks again.

Bartimeus knocks again.

This continues until someone answers the door.

MARY: What…Are you guys trying out for the band or something?

THOMAS: No, we…we were just playing. Yeah, anyway…we’re with the HBI…

Mary puts out a hand.

MARY: Say that again.
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THOMAS: Ok. No…we…we were just playing. Yeah, anyway…we’re with the HBI…

Mary puts out a hand again.

MARY: The HBI.

THOMAS: Yep.

MARY: The Herod’s Bureau of Investigations?

THOMAS: Uh, yep. That is correct.

Mary starts laughing hard….Thomas is a little embarrassed. She speaks only 
After she can stop laughing.

MARY: Shouldn’t you guys be in an old age home or something, drinking tea and 
playing chess?

THOMAS: Your sarcasm is a little bit insulting, ma’am.

MARY: Well anyway, I don’t know what you two gentlemen want, but if you need me to 
help you with something…you’re gonna have to show me some ID.

Thomas and Bartimeus look at each other…then pull out two badges and hold 
them out before Mary. She looks at them and starts laughing again.

MARY: These badges expired thirty-two years ago.

THOMAS: We’re still waiting for the renewal.

MARY: Right. Anyway guys, thank you for dropping by. I really did enjoy this visit.

Mary closes the door.

Thomas turns to Bartimeus.

THOMAS: FROM HERE ON WE TELL NO ONE WE WORK FOR THE HBI…OK.

BARTIMEUS: Why not?

THOMAS: JUST DO AS I SAY, BARTY.

Thomas knocks again.

Mary opens the door.
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MARY: Yes.

THOMAS: We have a few questions we would like to ask.

Mary shakes her head.

MARY: Fine. But I’m only doing this because I respect elders. You know that?

THOMAS: That’s fine for now.

Mary allows them to enter.

MARY: Please have a seat.

Thomas sits. Bartimeus remains standing.

MARY: Sir, you may have a seat.

BARTIMEUS: Whatever for?

MARY: Excuse me?

BARTIMEUS: Why would I need a sheet?

THOMAS: SEAT, Barty.

BARTIMEUS: Ohhhh, yes, thank you, ma’am.

Bartimeus sits.

MARY: He’s deaf?

THOMAS: Half deaf.

MARY: Ok, right. Big difference. Need anything to drink…pain relievers maybe.

THOMAS: We’re fine. We just need to…

MARY: …Ask a few questions. Yes, I remember.

Mary sits and waits.

Thomas pulls a notebook and pen from his garment.

THOMAS: You knew Jesus of Nazareth, did you not?
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MARY: Yes, I did.

THOMAS: How did you come to know this man?

Pause.

MARY: I don’t know if I can say this so you could understand, but Jesus came for
sinners and…I was a sinner, so I guess I was bound to cross his path sooner or later.

THOMAS: Ok, what exactly does all that mean?

MARY: I was a …bad person.

THOMAS: Harlot.

MARY: (unimpressed) Yes…I was a harlot. 

THOMAS: You’re the woman I read about in the Jerusalem Tribune…that woman they 
almost stoned to death?

MARY: I’m not proud of the things that I’ve done with the greater part of my life…but 
Jesus taught me that I could leave my past behind and become ‘someone’ in Him…in 
God.

THOMAS: Ok. So, Jesus changed you.

MARY: In more ways than you could imagine….

THOMAS: I guess now that He’s deceased…it would undoubtedly have a great impact 
on those whose life he has changed.

MARY: Yes, it would. (pause) It did.

THOMAS: How far are you willing to go to prove that this Messiah was who he said he 
was?

MARY: What do you mean?

THOMAS: If he made a claim that he would die and rise again on the third day…how 
far are his followers willing to go to make sure what he said, or they said he said was 
true.

MARY: You’re speculating, sir.

THOMAS: Am I? Are you aware that Jesus’ body has been… removed?
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MARY: May I caution you, sir…not to tread on these waters unless you’re prepared to 
face yourself as a sinner. (leans in closer) Absolutely no one encounters Jesus and 
remains the same.

THOMAS: Even if this…Jesus is dead?

MARY: That’s the whole point, sir. Jesus being dead depends entirely on what you 
choose to believe.

THOMAS: It almost sounds like you’re implying that the possibility exists that this man
is alive.

MARY: I think ‘Implying’ is a very strong word here.

THOMAS: Ma’am. I’ve been in this field for years and I learnt to trust the facts. Fact, 
Jesus was crucified between two thieves, Fact, his body was removed from the cross,
after he bled to death…his body was wrapped up and laid in a tomb, Fact, he had no 
pulse…pronounced dead on the spot by top surgeons in this country…I trust the facts and 
the facts say Jesus is dead. So it must be a fact that if his body has disappeared, someone 
must have taken it.

Pause.

MARY: I can’t give you what you want, sir.

THOMAS: Then I guess I’ll just have to find someone who can.

Thomas finishes scribbling notes and closes his notebook.

He touches Bartimeus and head for the exit.

BARTIMEUS: Hey, Wait a minute. I didn’t get to ask my question.

THOMAS: Ask quickly, Barty, we have to go now.

Bartimeus turns to Mary.

BARTIMEUS: Mary, I just want to know if Jesus is really dead.

Mary considers.

MARY: HE WAS!

BARTIMEUS: Wow! I knew it. You hear that Thomas…
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THOMAS: You people are out of your minds…but mark my words, Mary Magdalene; if 
I find that you’re involved in any way…I’m coming back for you.

MARY: The next time I see you, sir…you will not be the same person you are now. I 
guarantee that.

THOMAS: Yeah, whatever you say,

Thomas and Bartimeus exits.

LIGHTS OUT


